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INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVE

MOTIVATION

• Although Energy Efficiency (EE) may offer economic
benefits and environmental advantages, there is an
apparent underinvestment → EE gap or paradox

• Effective energy labels → individuals must be aware of its existence, must
understand the information provided, must trust the label and must find the
information useful

• EE labels seek to influence consumer behaviour at the point
of sale as they reduce informational failures regarding EE

• There is a growing body of research on how to improve labels (running
costs, health and/or environment-related information, scale…)

To study the role of labelling schemes in purchasing decisions and
proposes a cross-sectoral perspective to enhance understanding of
the factors that influence such decisions

Specific objectives
(i) to address how well different sectors understand EE and EE labels
(ii) to discuss what kind of additional information could complement the
label in order promote the purchase of energy efficient products
(iii) to identify the main barriers regarding EE across different sectors

CASE-STUDIES (SPAIN)
SECTOR
Household

Services
lodgings

Services
private service
companies

Product

EU legislation

Appliances

Compulsory energy label: Energy
consumption (A+++ to D)

(refrigerators and washingmachines)

Appliances
(including heating and cooling)

Vehicles

Heating & cooling:
• Energy Label
• Ecodesign requirements
• Compulsory: CO2 emissions + fuel
consumption
• Voluntary: fuel consumption
compared to that of vehicles of the
same size (A-G)

Voluntary label for vehicles

Compulsory label for vehicles

Energy label for appliances

QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGY
Why for our study?
• Well suited to our objectives (interpretative and
explanatory depth)
• Provide a cross-sectoral analysis following a
common framework
• Complement the more quantitative works of the
literature

Common discussion guideline across all sectors
SECTOR / product Method

Target

Household
Focus Group (FG)
Appliances
(refrigerators and
(8 participants)
washing-machines)
Services- lodgings
In depth Interview
Appliances (including (IDI)
heating and cooling) (8 face-to-face IDIs)
In depth Interview
Services - private
(IDI)
service companies
(8 face-to-face IDIs)
Vehicles

When & Where

Typical households

May 31, 2017
Bilbao (Spain)

Lodging owners

June 21-July 5, 2017,
Spain

Companies with car
fleet

1. What attributes matter in the purchasing decision?
2. How important is energy efficiency in this decision?
3. Does current EE label increase the demand for more
efficient technologies?
4. How can EE label be changed to increase the demand
for more efficient technologies?
Information collected evaluated on a macro level
↓
Content-analysis:
participant consensus, patterns, general themes

June 24-July 12, 2017,
Bilbao (Spain)

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
MAIN FAILURES:
1.Split incentives:
- ↓ the WTP for a more energy-efficient good in lodgings and
private services sector (energy use is limited by the end user's
behaviour)
- Informational posters in the lodgings sector to raise awareness

2.Uncertainty in purchasing decisions involving new technologies
(electric /hybrid vehicles)

Monetary label

- In our sample: insignificant share of electric vehicles + no
reference point → loss aversion for electric / hybrid vehicles

IMPLICATIONS and FUTURE RESEARCH
 The results help to identify concepts that may tested using quantitative methods in larger samples

Ongoing work:

 Further research:

 Consumer survey for household appliances in Spain (quantitative analysis)

• Effectiveness of alternative energy efficiency labelling scheme

 Lodgings' owners survey for heating & cooling in Spain (quantitative analysis)

• Instruments for both tackling the split incentives problem and reducing the loss aversion to
goods whose technology has large uncertainty

 Field experiment for household appliances in Spain (estimate the effect of monetary
label/information)
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